
Thank you for purchasing the Talent Be-A-Star 
Mini Portable Home Recording Studio. The Be-A-
Star’s suite of audio solutions works in harmony to 
ensure your recordings are clean, controlled, and 
noise-free.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
Vocal Booth — isolate, focus, and modify the 
way your mic captures audio inputs
USB Mic with Cable — enjoy the highest 
sensitivity and widest-range pickup of every  
sonic nuance
Shock Mount — prevent low frequency thumps 
and rumble from intruding into your recording
Pop Filter — block explosive consonants and 
excessive sibilance at their origin
Mini Tripod Stand — for desktop or tabletop use
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WARRANTY
We at Talent are dedicated to providing our customers with professional, high quality stage and studio accessories. As such, all Talent products are warranted 
free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of One Year from the date of purchase. 

Warranty registration is not required, but purchasers are asked to retain their receipt as proof of purchase. Warranty does not apply to misuse, abuse, neglect, 
accident, improper use, etc. 

For complete customer satisfaction, Talent resellers are asked to act as agents for the purpose of handling warranty claims. Please return your Talent product 
to your place of purchase prepaid. Many Talent resellers require a return authorization (also known as an RA or RMA). Please contact your Talent reseller 
for more details.
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TO USE:
Attach the included Talent threaded adapter to your heavy-duty microphone stand. A tripod base provides 
the required stability and support.

Thread the Vocal Booth onto the mic stand. Insert the USB mic into the shock mount and then connect it 
to your mixer or computer via the included USB cable. Next, the mic shock mount connects to the fitting 
closest to the mic stand and the pop filter attaches to the fitting most distant.

Adjust the Vocal Booth’s “wings” to achieve the level of isolation and/or acoustical damping you require. 
Experiment with the relative distances between the performer, pop filter, microphone, and contoured foam. 
For example, optimum settings for speech may differ from those used for singing. The Be-A-Star’s control 
over tonality, presence, and overall liveliness may surprise you!




